EOT CRANE - BEST FOR MATERIAL
HANDLING
E.O.T Crane Manufacturer
Hot Crane Supplier
Double Girder Overhead Crane
Single Girder Overhead Crane
Gantry Crane
www.eot-crane.net

E.O.T CRANE MANUFACTURER
The EOT crane stands for Electric
Overhead Travelling crane that is used in
most of the industrial areas. These cranes
are highly useful in the warehouse,
workshop and other locations that need to
lift the heavy load. They are equipped with
latest technological features. We stand as
the leading EOT crane manufacturer that is
famous for their efficiency and effective
working.
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HOT CRANE SUPPLIER
The hydraulic overhead travelling cranes
are operated using the hydraulic energy.
We are the prominent manufacturer and
HOT crane supplier in India. They are
made in various size and specifications.
The cranes are famous in the market for
their performance and weight lifting
capacity. These cranes are highly reliable
and durable. We offer them in the most
competitive price range.
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DOUBLE GIRDER OVERHEAD CRANE
The double girder overhead crane consists
of two girders on which the girder is
mounted. This helps in increasing the
weight lifting capacity of the crane as the
weight get evenly distributed on both the
girders. The double girder crane is offered
in specific material as per the need of the
client to suit their application of the area.
These cranes are used in the industries
that deal with heavy material and
equipments.
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SINGLE GIRDER OVERHEAD CRANE
The single girder overhead crane has only
one girder on which the host is loaded.
These cranes are made in accordance to
the area of application. The single girder
overhead crane is fabricated from top
quality material to give optimum output and
weight lifting capacity. This type of crane is
divided into two types depending on their
functioning: under running and top running.
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GANTRY CRANE
Gantry crane is a type of overhead crane
that is used in various industries to lift
heavy equipments and loads. These cranes
have cable in varying length depending on
what height the load is to be lifted. The
gantry crane is made using high quality of
material to give improve the durability and
reliability on the cranes. These cranes
come in various weight lifting capability and
size depending on the application area.
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INDUSTRIAL CRANE WE OFFER
Trolley Crane
Under Slung Crane
E.O.T Crane
Gantry Crane
Goliath Crane
H.O.T Crane

Jib Crane
Single Girder Crane
Flame Proof Hoist
Double Girder Crane
Hydraulic Floor Crane
Overhead Crane
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CONTACT
Address : Plot No. 1110/ B, G. I. D. C. Estate
Phase - III, Near Kalupur Bank, Vatva
Ahmedabad - 382445, Gujarat, India.
Phone No. : +91-79-6543 1264
Email ID : info@eot-crane.net
info@cranetechequipments.com
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